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Bird-Shit under the Awnings 

Saranyan BV 

 
I wakefrom bed thinking it’s too early to be rising, few more winks still on the clock’s cuckoo. 
I peep through the netted window, the dawn is already gathering but the distance between the sky 
and earth lookstrifling short, some days it happens in July particularly.  
The grey clouds weigh grave over the Copper-pods, though it had not rained the previous night 
or on the previous to previous night.  
The large treesare at a distance from my view; the Copper-podsform a dense canopy over the 
bean-shapedwalking track, 409 meters long. The track has no walkers this morning, may be the 
track is slippery and the walkers have chosen metal roads instead.The bright flowers, vivid with 
yellow,hardly succeed driving the gloom out ofthegated colony of eight hundred dwellings.  
Its then that I notice, a tree toad clinging on to the window grill with stomach full and panting, an 
Asian toad, its proximity to my face gives me a terrible scare, I did not detect his presence until 
he startsrolling the eyes, the eyes rimmed pale yellow with a streak of  fiery orange.The 
proximity despite the barrier scares me, I jerk in fright as would the head when guillotine is 
dropped, bit soon I dispel the fear by massaging the nape of my neck in dawdling reflex.I set my 
eyes on the little amphibian; the creature is more terrestrial unlike the frogs. 
The wire-net in prevents us from coming into physical contact; it’struly enigmatic to observe 
theun-silky brownish-grey, with the sides darker, the white patches on the body looks 
undesirable like the palm of acadaver.No large or tall trees near our Villa; the toad has 
apparently made the ornamental date palm treehis home,the date palm is close to the wall in 
front, rubbing against and causing  whir on windy days. The lone teak has sprinkledtiny littlesix-
petal white flowers which look more like snow-flakes filling  our lawnsand covering a good deal. 
The toad is a malefor he was small; the males are normally small-made compared to the femaleof 
the species.No other toad in the vicinity;the fellow is sure having his consort around, perhaps in 
one of the wings of the date-palm which sweeps out  like the hand-fan of a Japanese 
maiden.Driving a tree-toad out of the house if it happens to get past the net and get in is no easy 
task. It would jump off any deep-holed dust-catcher or whatever you use in your crusade to goad 
the cold-blooded animal out of the house.It can jump over the settee, it can jump the bed, the 
cloth-stand, hide inside the trouser pocket or walk on the wall like a sticky clump, and one 
doesn’t get that feeling on seeing anequally sinister looking, friendly lizard toddling against the 
ceiling defying gravity. 
I tap the net and purr on the metal wire with my finger nails, having now gained confidence on 
dealing with the little monster from a position of safety. He drawsnow and then the thin 
membrane over his eyes like wiper-arms of an automobile; shoots his pink flesh tongue a couple 
of times.I wonder why god gave toads webbed foot;toads have webbed foot to mybewilderment; 
God as far as I know never tricks his creations with ananatomical part unless a function is 
attached to it. 
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As if bored with my presence the toadsoon let go off three of the four limbs and clings with just 
one hind- leg, andhangs for a while kicking in the air. Things don’t look terrible no more, once 
eyes are trained and lines are drawn; I wonder if I can make rapport with him after all. The 
thought brings on my face a wry smile; I on my part go out making as little noise as possible 
while opening the main door. 
I like to spend the mornings at the threshold, or seated on the log next to the steps, at the stoop, 
under the trellis of Bougainville or on the lawn before anyone in the house gets up. The lawn 
looks green from the shower and rectangular like the paddock where horses are displayed to the 
punters at race courses.  
I always want sometime for myself in the mornings; it makes my day to be honest.   
My neighbor has built a 10 feet by 10 feet log house in which he rearsthe consortium of birds;the 
structure which resembles a hut stands against the skyon a solid square pole is likea water-tank 
mounted ona concretecolumn.The bird nesting is large as I said; it has as many doors and 
cubicles.  The side that is facing the road is shielded with galvanized sheet, it is to protect the 
birds from the dust raised by the cars, my neighbor had remarked. I have seen him apply grease 
at the bottom of the pole occasionally, whichis to prevent the snakes or ants from climbing up 
and making nuisance. The black roguish cat which does the round and crosses our path at 6 o 
clock sharp later in the evening, he would sit under the log-house gaping at the homing pigeons. 
The cat is never disappointed or hurt anytime not able to get at the birds. A cat never meows 
unless in a relationship, his expressions one of anger are outraged hisses. 
In the log-house the neighbor keeps white pigeons, ash-necked pigeons, collage of colors, 
consortium of Rice finches, Java finches, assortment of Budgerigars, Cockatiel parrots, all sorts 
of beautiful birds whose name or breed I am not acquainted with. 
Every morning, around seven or later in the day, he sets for the birds a neat little bird-bath 
draining the left-over water and filling with fresh. If it is dirty, he would scrub it with his bare 
fingers and scoop out the mats of moss- that is his level of commitment. 
Then he would leave a large bowl of maize or cornsor millets or oats or a combination of all; for 
the pigeons he would throw the grains on the floor, the pigeons love pecking at food one by one 
and pushing it up like gurgling with a dollop of water.The birds start the day earlier than me; I 
love to hear them awaken and fill the quiet mornings with music that foreverjingles as original. 
There’s a line of Asoka trees which point upwards between our compound fence that separate 
our garden, it is unlikely to get a glimpse of the birds unless one moves close to the fence and 
stand under the Asoka. I bless the neighbor every day for the good deed he is doing to me by 
virtue of his hobby, without apprehending in the least that he is doing it. God bless! 
But Rani wakes at the slightest sound of foot-steps, the servant quarters is at the rear, Rani can 
hear an ant fall from any part of the house. We have live in-maid, in case you want to know who 
Rani is, her position is more to take care of my dad who has crossed ninety years of age but has 
worldly enthusiasm of a nineteen year old. To take care of dad and to cook food for us whenever 
the wife goes to see her mom or goes visiting our sons. 
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The slush at the steps has dried and is sticking to the tiles like a parchment of evil.Or like an 
ancient map meant for treasure hunt by gold diggers. Rani appears from behind without a ruffle 
and starts cleaning briskly using a coconut stick broom.The broom makes noise and causes stir. I 
step away and walk through the trellis and reach the rusty steel gate which perfectly is need of a 
coat. 
At the gate is a hibiscus plant, a butter-fly is trying to help itself withbreak-fast from the red 
hibiscus flowers, there are three today. The one the butter- fly has chosen is at the center. 
The flowers looks bright and beautiful as ever, though are yet to bloom full and show themselves 
to the world, the broad radiant petalsthat soon would look like the gramophone cone in the His 
master’s voice ad.Like the mascot mongrel in the HMV icon the butterfly keenly looks into the 
anatomy of the hibiscus, fluttering its wings energetically to stay on in one place, rubbing its 
limbs andmaintaining the height.Its wings are wider than the narrow space the un-blossomed 
blossom offers. The black butter- fly with red spots on the dorsal wingsis obviously an adult and 
as a result has to wait until gate to the nectary opens. For that the sun has ensure.The flower on 
its part waits for the carrier of the pollen, the non- interfering propagator of its species to render 
the service for the price of a splotch of the nectar. 
The birds and the butter- fly create an ambiance that’s hard to let go. I have another twenty one 
months to go.I would be demitting my office and the employment at sixty and move to my dad’s 
home in Mumbai, where the luxury of birds and butter-flies would be a thing of past. 
My dad has been waiting impatiently for me to get over with my service; I have brought him 
from his residence in Chembur in Mumbai much against his wishes and made him to live with us 
since mom passed away. That was five years ago. 
I attempt to tweet like the birds pouting my lips and rounding my tongue, and expect some of the 
birds to exhibit curiosity at the turn of new sound; the perfect harmony they enjoy in the 
morningsalbeit with hungry little bowels is enough room to feel good about. Birds, if one were to 
take time out and observe, speak or sing from the heart of the throat and the beaks have limited 
roles in their utterances, the men on the other hand do most of the maneuvering with the tongue 
and with the lips to produce words. I normally pluck flowers from hibiscus plant for placing 
them in the alter; wife has a separate room for Gods, she has good many numbers, I mean the 
images of Gods and Gods themselves. That’s what I like about Hinduism, one could turn to each 
aspect of God, each God known by a trait or aspect – known by different name, by different 
image. It’s a job she wants me to do when she is home, I do it even when she’s not home. The 
butter- fly flutteras again. Standing in one place is fine, but standing vertically head up and the 
tail down, the wings perpendicular to the earth is a bit tiring even for the light weighted  insect. I 
decide to wait, the butter-fly has approached for food, I for appeasing god, let it have its’ fill. 
Around 7 o clock, my dad appears at the verandah with his walker, he had had a fall and had to 
be operated by an Ortho and post-operative led to string of other complications as well including 
not being able to pass urine, but everything got sorted out after what looked like long drawn 
battle between him and the doctors and now he is alright though he couldn’t dispense with the 
walker, otherwise he was on his own. 
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My father loves life; there is nothing he is ready to forego. At about this time he sits above the 
steps in a garden chair and reads the newspapers, he has a list of three or so that he gets different 
view point. That’s when he drinks the first cup of coffee. 
I keep digging at the rose cuttings holding by the handle a scoopwith blue metal blade and 
watering the plant down with the green neoprene hose and from here I could see my father sitting 
glum with the coffee mug in hand. The mug steams out and gets into his eyes as he sips and that 
makes his eyes bleary. The newspaper boy hasn’t arrived and given him what he is anxiously 
waiting for.  
Kalairajan never comes late, and for the past three four years he has never failed my father, 
vending the trash of news in newsprint. I have never seen him fail, rain, sun or thunder showers. 
Kalairajan is doing III year undergraduate course in mechanical engineering, could you believe 
that, but it happens all the time, his college is mere 40 minutes’ ride from here. He never fails in 
whatever he does.He has legs which carry with them a good measure of stamina, he even reaches 
the college in time after all. This he told meonce and I have no reasons to disbelieve; the errands 
like this help him earn something that makes his family meet ends, he said. He has arrears, some 
papers to clear I know at the university, he would clear that too which I am sure, but as a 
newspaper boy he has never failed. 
I finish my work whatever at hand and lay the tools in the garage in the shelf meant for it and as I 
approach the house to get in, a bit of the earth still sticks between my fingers. I mention to my 
dad, “Oh, he has failed!”The jubilation in my voice is difficult to suppress; it is more a bugle of 
triumph, I don’t understand why I speak like this, it’s not me to hurt a weasel smaller than a 
stoat. It is impossible to find a more perfect person than Kalairajan in this universe and 
Kalairajan has been my only hope and today he has grassed on. 
My father looks sad. He knits his brows at the causal manner in which I treat the whole affair and 
disposing of the matter, atthe newspaper not being delivered to him in the morning. It may arrive 
later in the day or in the noon or even during evening. It is sure arrive, thenewspaper  agent may 
himself deliver perhaps, he may not know all the addresses and all the clients and all the 
subscriptions. 
 “Yesterday was a normal day”, dad said tersely, he meant the publishers hadn’t declared ita 
holiday as they do a few days in a year, and therefore the newsprint would have come out of the 
press but not delivered out here. I offer to take him to the room where hour after hour theTV 
Channels pour out the same sordid news with the same sordid clippings, but dad wants his 
newspaper and Kalairajan is nowhere under the sun and the sun is warming up. 
“Why did he not bring the newspaper?” my dad asks, he sounds angry and reproachful.  
“May be he is sick, the paper boy”, I answer my father. 
Kalairajan’s complexion is dark, like what you observe in pitch tar and the mop of his oily hair is 
again dark but his eyes are brown. People with brown eyes are kind, the browner the eyes the 
kinder they are. And kind people do not do wrong things. He has a wafer thin physique not to 
boast of and he covers himself withwoolen mufflers and sweaters at the first drop of a rain or the 
embrace of fog. He has a voice that squeaks when he speaks. He never looks at anyone in the 
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face; the meekness comes automatically, not because of his upbringing or poverty but because of 
his character. Words from his mouth fall like pearls, mostly in reply to queries, he waves his 
handsarching over the head like music composers whenever he answers that makes his 
facetremble. 
I start wondering what had happened to Kalairajan. He doesn’t have a father, the father died 
when he was still in his mom’s womb,Kalairajan has the saddest eyes in the world besides 
having the kindest. He always looks up me as one who is having a father and one who is having 
a father although I am old enough to be his father. Of course today my dad’s eyes look sadder, 
my father is never sad, he can be belligerent but not sad.  
My thoughts quaver back to Kalairajan and shrinks in concern about the lad. What if he’s laid up 
with fever or his mom has passed away or he met with an accident or he killed himself because 
he couldn’t clear all his exams.The thought that he could have eloped with some girl never 
occurs to me.  
Withembitterment writ on his wrinkled forehead, dad is preparing to rise and proceed to finish 
his morning core, there will be break- fast later. I feel for him too, his unhappiness is my failure I 
assume so, though there are no reasons to.  
It’s difficult to be old when all your contemporaries are gone. I imaginehim of his younger days 
when his mom would have served and showered love upon him andmet all his needs, later his 
wife and his siblings or his friends. You get lonely as time gets old, there’s no way you could 
rope in or tame time or the proclivity to remember the past.  It’s much more difficult when 
mental faculties are still intact and sharp whilethe physical parts begin to fail. You know it can’t 
be long, I mean the only certain thing about life is death and your mind is sharp enough to know 
it can’t be long or ever. 
 My dad is short of hearing after the cardiac attack when he was sixty, he practically can’t hear a 
thing unless it is of a certain frequency, and he can’t appreciate the melody churned out by the 
birds in the mornings and he curses when he sees bird shit under the awnings. 
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